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This￿ note￿ sketches￿ the￿ issues￿ that￿ arise￿ while￿ interpreting￿ the￿ relation￿ between￿ macroeconomic￿




related￿ to￿ consumption￿ growth￿ volatility.￿ Therefore,￿ from￿ the￿ perspective￿ of￿ this￿ workhorse￿ often￿
employed￿ in￿ the￿ academic￿ debate,￿ the￿ persistent￿ reduction￿ in￿ macroeconomic￿ volatility￿ can￿ be￿
considered￿a￿cause￿for￿the￿low￿average￿risk￿premia￿prevailing￿during￿the￿so-called￿Great￿Moderation,￿
namely￿ the￿ period￿ preceding￿ the￿ recent￿ turmoil￿ in￿ financial￿ markets.￿ We￿ challenge￿ this￿ view￿ by￿
shedding￿light￿on￿the￿issues￿that￿generate￿an￿inconsistent￿interpretation￿of￿the￿model￿outcomes.￿In￿
particular,￿ since￿ the￿ consumption-based￿ model￿ is￿ geared￿ towards￿ asset￿ prices￿ consistent￿ with￿
macroeconomic￿fundamentals,￿we￿argue￿that￿it￿is￿not￿suited￿for￿interpreting￿current￿developments￿
where￿ underestimation￿ of￿ risk￿ may￿ have￿ subsidized￿ asset￿ prices.￿ In￿ particular,￿ according￿ to￿ the￿
evidence￿for￿the￿Great￿Moderation,￿the￿model￿view￿suffers￿from￿observational￿equivalence.￿￿￿￿￿
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The￿important￿insight￿of￿this￿relation￿is￿that￿what￿matters￿for￿the￿risk￿premium￿of￿an￿asset￿is￿the￿








































It￿depends￿on￿the￿correlation￿ M i, ρ ￿of￿the￿asset’s￿return￿with￿the￿pricing￿kernel￿M,￿as￿well￿as￿the￿first￿
and￿second￿moment￿of￿the￿latter.￿￿















































                                                              
2￿Extreme￿examples￿are￿insurance￿contracts￿that￿pay￿off￿in￿very￿bad￿states￿of￿the￿world:￿they￿can￿be￿viewed￿as￿
assets￿for￿which￿investors￿are￿willing￿to￿accept￿a￿negative￿expected￿excess￿return.￿Equation￿(5)￿shows￿that￿the￿magnitude￿of￿financial￿risk￿premia￿is￿a￿positive￿function￿of￿the￿amount￿of￿
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